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In: The Witcher 3 Secondary quests English Comments Share White OrchardVizimaVelenNovigradSkelligeKaer Morhen (addicted) Gathering 'em All this secondary quest in The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt. Since there is no way (in the game) to check exactly what gwent cards you make and don't have, this is regarded as one of the most
difficult, non-combat quests in the game. Note: This quest will open a collection of achievement maps. Step-by-step guide To complete it, you must collect each card of each type; a total of 120 cards out of 199 cards available. The other 79 cards are duplicates (for example, there are three Ghoul cards that you can find, but you only need
one for this purpose of the quest). Gwent cards can be obtained by buying them from merchants, winning from others on gwent, and winning from the named NPC in gwent side quests. After defeating a certain number of common traders, playing against merchants will no longer earn new cards. The wonderful guide to Gwent (added by
patch 1.20) can be used to track the number of cards you still need to receive and side quests. Missed cards throughout the game, some cards are easy to miss if the player chooses one action over the other, chooses to skip the side quest, or just not exploring. Here's a list of such cases: Do hand quest a matter of life and death: There
will be a small Gwent tournament going on in the main courtyard where you need to win all the rounds to get all the cards. Do deadly plot: it turns out the one you are looking for is a great Gwent player and has one of the best cards in the game. Make a dangerous game and take the cards as a reward. High Stakes: You have to win a
tournament to get each card (see the main page of the quest for tips). Have shock therapy to get an Iorveth card. Free the merchant Claywich, who is in captivity to the southeast of the boatmen's hut: Be careful how this merchant is bugged. Make a save just before opening your cage and then make a quick trip to Claywich. If the talking
option doesn't appear, restart until it does, (Made with patch 1.22) or just meditate until daylight (Made with patch 1.31). Make sure to buy all the gwent cards it's for sale. Play Lambert as soon as you can (either in Nowhere Inn or in Kaer Morhen when witches are drinking) See this list for breaking down into missable characters/cards,
making sure to play (or buy from) each one as soon as you can avoid skipping their cards later. Patch 1.05 is added to the safe safes if you miss the player's card. Writing in the magazine In his previous adventures, Geralt gained fame as a master dice poker player. However, having mastered all the contenders in this field, he had no
choice but to find in which to collect more laurels. So he decided to take over the Gwent, and as he sought to play at the highest level, he felt that he had to put together a complete collection of all available - including those that can only be by beating them away from the best players around. Goals Complete your collection of gwent cards.
Trivia Title of the quest is a homage to the catchphrase Pokemon Gotta Catch 'em All. Notes This quest does not require the collection of Gwent cards added by expansion packages. Links - The official Guide to Prima Game Witcher 3 secondary community content quests is available according to CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. He
may not be a Pokemon master, but The Witcher 3 Geralt still has that drive to collect them all when it comes to Gwent cards. If you want to complete a collection of more than 100 cards to complete the Collect Em All search, you'll need a helping hand. World Of The Witcher 3 is full of monsters, bandits, and general suffering for the
majority of the population. One of the few forms of entertainment that almost everyone seems to love, including Geralt himself, is the Gwent card game. There are people willing to play in almost every city and village through the massive world of the game, with tons of cards to collect. If you like the game as much as they do, you'll want to
complete a collect em all quest by earning a full set. But, with so many cards and a few you may miss, it's no easy feat. How to get each Gwent card in The Witcher 3 To earn a full set you will need to have at least one copy of each card in the game. It will be a total of 120 common cards to complete Collect Em All Searches, with an
additional 79 available as duplicate cards. There are three main ways you can get new cards. First, just buy them from various merchants across the land, secondly, through Gwent-related spin-off quests, and the latter as a reward for beating opponents in Gwent games. To help keep track of all the cards you have, and more importantly
the ones you still don't collect, make sure you activate collect em all quest correctly. To do this, you will need to talk to a man named Albert Geert in the White Garden and beat him in the game Gwent. This will start the quest, but also give you a wonderful guide to the book Gwent, which will tell you how many cards you lack in each region
of the game. The Witcher 3 Gwent Suppliers The easiest way to earn a good chunk from the overall Gwent deck is to just buy up all the cards you can. Here are all the suppliers in each region you have to talk to and perchase your cards as you go about your travels. White Garden, Hotel Owner or Merchants on the BridgeVelen,
Innkeeper, Inn at CrossroadsVelen, Trader, Crow PerchVelen, Quartermaster, Crow PerchVelen, Trader, MidcopseVelen, Trader, ClaywichVelen, Trader, LindendaleNovigrad, Olivier (host), Kingfisher Inn (Missabl) Novigrad, Marquis Hotel, Cunny from GooseOxenfurt, Stjepan (innkeeper)Skellige, Innkeeper, Kaer Trolde HarbourSkellige,
Innkeeper, UriallaSkellige, Innkeeper, ArinbjornSkellige, Innkeeper, SvorlagSkellige, Innkeeper, Harviken Complete Gwent Sidequests This is the most important way to complete Gwent: Velen Players sidequest will lead you to a number of opponents you will need to beat in order. Start this quest by checking the bulletin board in Crowe's
perch and play against the Blood Baron, The Old Sage, the Boatman, and Eddie. Once you get to Novigrad, start the Gwent: Big City Players quest by defeating Wimme Vivaldi in Hierarchical Square. After that you will be sent to play Passiflora, Sigsmund and Scoia'Tel Trader. Important: This quest must be completed before the basic
quest progresses past the Cause of the State. Gwent: Old Pals can start by playing Soltan or Roach. Whichever you play first you will be sent after, followed by Lambert, who has to be challenged either during the following search flow or while you are in Kaer Morhen together. Then there's Thaler. Again, this should be done before the
Battle of Caer Morgen quest. The last of these roaming Gwent sidequests is Gwent: Skellige Style. Get this quest going by playing either Crach Craite or Ermion, then check the deck against Sjusta Tailor, Hermist Druid, and finally Lugos. Beat them all before you move past the quest Preparing for battle. A Matter of Life and Death
focuses on the Gwent tournament, which you have to win in all three rounds. Save before each round and reboot if you lose because the quest will continue in any outcome, but you won't get a unique card if you win the tournament. Take the quest Dangerous game from zoltan and as soon as you complete this card stealing quest, decide
to save the cards instead of paying. While in Gedinite, take the search for a druid who will call you from a nearby cave called Shock Therapy. Once you have completed this simple quest you will get a unique map. Finally, the last quest you have to take on is Gwent: High Stakes in Novigrad. You will need to pay a hefty 1000 kronor to
participate in this new tournament, so make a backup save for sure. These are some of the toughest opponents you will play, so hopefully by this point you have created a very strong deck. Once again, you will have to win the entire tournament to get all the cards available. The Witcher 3 Gwent NPCs card for any remaining cards that
may be missing from your deck, the last resort is to walk challenging any NPC that has a deck to play against. Each of you beat will reward you with one card, but only for the first time you beat them. Check out your copy of Gwent's Wonderful Book Guide to narrow down The region you have to be dueling and start fussing people for any
straggling cards you may still be needing. Next: The Secret Stories of Geralt Rivia Some of His Most Worthy Old School RuneScape Players Don't Buy Swampletics Latest Death Related Topics Guide PC Xbox One PS4 Witcher 3 About Author Jesse Lennox (409 Articles Published) More from Jesse Lennox Find every Gwent card in
Witcher 3 without having to consult long tables and shuffle across deck to check what you've already received. Now that The Witcher 3 is coming to the Nintendo Switch, you'll be able to play Gwent on the go, but you won't get very far without a good deck. The Witcher 3 in a difficult quest is probably to collect 'em all, and it is up to us to
include detailed instructions as part of our Witcher 3: Wild Hunting Guide and Step Guide. It's not that Gwent itself is particularly difficult (with our guide on how to kick at Gwent, you'll triumph in a while), it's that it's very difficult to track what you have and haven't got, or know in advance what you need to do to avoid missing out on unique
opportunities. Most of the answers to this problem give you a list of each card in the game, sorted by faction, and vaguely describing where to find them. Matching these lists with the current Gwent deck is a pain because of the way the cards are sorted in the deck menu, and there are so many card misses that consulting with this list at
the end of the game can be heartbreaking. Sign up for the VG247 newsletter Get all the best bits of VG247 delivered to your inbox every Friday! Here's my proposed solution: a list of everything you need to do to collect each Gwent card. If you follow this guide, you too may know the joy of seeing a notification of reaching the collector
card. There are three ways to purchase Gwent cards, in addition to those that are provided to you at the beginning of the game: purchase them from suppliers, win them during quests, and win them during random matches. Let's look at each one at a time. By buying Gwent cards from vendors To complete your Gwent collection, you must
purchase each card for sale in Northern Realms. This is the easiest way to collect cards and CD Projekt RED helpfully fixed the problem with the hotel host in the White Garden after many players found themselves unable to get Gwent cards there. Check out the merchants on the bridge in the White Garden if you miss the hotel owner.
When buying Gwent cards, make sure you leave the vendor's store and then jump back in; Sometimes you can purchase duplicate cards this way. Having a few Decoy and Horn Commander cards can make your life a lot easier when you go after rare cards. Here's a list of all the suppliers you need to visit to buy each If you trot around all
of them, once you have access to each main area, you've assembled a pretty diverse deck deck almost no effort -- just a little gallop past the high-level threats. Hotel, White Garden Innkeeper, Inn at Crossroads, Velen Trader, Crows Perch, Velen quartermaster, crows perch, Velen Trader, Midcopse, Velen Trader, Claywich, Velen Trader,
Lindendale, Velen Missable: Olivier (inn), Kingfisher Innkeeper, Novigrad Marquise Serenity (host), Passiflora, Novigrad Innkeeper, Golden Sturgeon, Novigrad Trader, Seven Cats Inn, Novigrad Innkeeper, Kunni of Goose, Novigrad Stjepan, Urialla, Skellige Inn, Arinbjorn, Skellige Innkeeper, Svorlag, Skellige Innkeeper, Harviken ,
Skellige 2. Completing Gwent quests there are several Gwent quests where you will come across better than average opponents who will reward you with Gwent cards that you can't get anywhere else (even if the occasional NPC use them in their decks). Here's a low down on each one. You can skip or fail these quests, or simply
complete them without playing Gwent - but as you fix 1.05 and later, waivers were added for most of the cards you might have missed if the character became unavailable. All you have to do is to track down the NPC of a particular map to select the Gwent quest and follow the waypoint to the map. For example, if your actions force the
Blood Baron to leave Velen before you win his card, you will find a card in his house. There is an exception: as noted below, depending on what DLC you have installed you may miss the dandelion and a few other cards by failing to win the tournament during the quest Issue of Life and Death. You get this quest after a training match in the
White Garden. Fight Stepian at the Alchemy Inn in Oxenfurt, unnamed Barcamp at the Crossroads Hotel and Olivier at the Kingfisher Inn in Novigrad. Complete this quest before the secondary quest now or never, or miss forever. It's not listed as a quest, but it rewards you with a card not found anywhere else, unlike random opponents.
Please note that you can return to the palace and beat it at any time; You don't need to do this on your first visit. You get this quest by checking the bulletin board in Crowe's perch. Battle of the Bloody Baron at the Perch of the Crows, Old Sage in Beken, Boatmaker in Oerton, and prodigy Eddie in Midcopse; each of the players point you
to the other. If you do not complete this quest before The Family Matters is concluded, when the Baron leaves his castle, carefully search his rooms upon returning to Crookbeck God to find his card and lead on the next player. You get this quest by playing Gwent with Wimma Vivaldi, or checking the bulletin boards around Novigrad. Battle
of Simme Vivaldi on the shore in Novigrad, Marquis Serenity on Passiflor in Novigrad, Sigismund Dijkstra in the Bath in Novigrad and Skoya'Tael camp near Luciana's windmill. Complete this quest before The Cause of the State or risk missing forever. Get this quest by challenging zoltan Chiwai or Vernon Roche. Battle of zoltan Chiwai on
thyme and rosemary in Novigrad anytime after reporting to him during broken flowers; Vernon Roche at the Temerian guerrilla camp outside Novigrad anytime he is not absent because of quests such as The Deadly Plot and Eye for an Eye (don't hesitate to wander as soon as you cross Pontak); Lambert is either in Nowhere Inn while
pulling the thread (you have to tell him that you will meet him on your next target and then talk to him as he goes out) or in Kaer Morhen; and Thaler either during the deadly plot or at the Seven Cats Inn after that. Complete this quest before the Battle of Caer Morchen and The Mind of the State or risk missing out forever. Get this quest by
challenging Crach craite or Ermion. Battle of Crach Craite on Kaer Trold; Hermione in Kaer Trold or Liding; Susta Tailor (hairdresser) in Kaer Trolde Harbour; A hermist druid in Gedinite after completing the secondary quest Practicum in advanced alchemy; and Mad Lugos in Kaer Muir. Complete this quest before combat training or miss
forever. The only way to get a dandelion card as well as some other cards depending on which DLC you set to be a winner in three tournament games is additionally to play during the secondary quest Issue of Life and Death. Complete this side quest for zoltan Chivya to get three cards inaccessible anywhere else. At the end of the
mission, you can choose to save the cards or take the money. Keep the cards. Complete this quest in Guenite, chasing the druid so he can speak to get the Iorveth card. This secondary quest is available as soon as you arrive in Novigrad, but you need 1000 kronor to enter and the tournament is ready to deck. Save this for later as you

need the best cards you can find; It's not easy. Warning: This quest is easy to fail, so make backup time saves. 3. Winning cards from Gwent's Witcher 3 matches are won by victory against opponents. There are a few things to keep in mind here: You can't lose a card. You can only win one card from each opponent; After that, they will
give you random items instead. The card you win is randomly selected from an available pool. You will know if you have played with a specific opponent before if you win and do not get a card. However, there are more opponents than there are cards to collect, so if you are sure that you are playing new characters and you are not winning
the card, you have exhausted this method of collecting. Try shopping or doing quests instead. There are opponents to be found in almost every city - check tracters, merchants, blacksmiths gunsmiths in particular. That's it! It's not that hard, is it? Just Just You have completed each of the steps and quests above, and that elusive Gwent
Collect 'em All the trophy will be yours. You can also check out our Witcher 3 basic guide quest as well as our Heart of Stone and Blood and Wine guide if you want to go straight to DLC. Sometimes we include links to online retailers. If you click on one and make a purchase we can get a small commission. For more information, click
here. In here.
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